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' GENERAL REGULATIONS FOR THE SCHOOLS AND 
CLASSES OPERATING UNDER THE AUTHORITY 
OF THE COMMITTEE 
• 
1. ADMISSION AND ENROLMENT 
(a) In general, applicants for admission to the Classes and Courses 
must be not less than 14 years of age, but admission to a whole-
time Day Course may be granted where the applicant is over 13 
years of age and has been enrolled for at least one year in the Sixth 
Standard of a Primary School. This Regulation does not apply to 
the School of Music or Colaiste Muire. Cathal Brugha Street. 
(b) The Committee, in accordance with the means and facilities 
at its disposal, has provided clas'ses for the sole purpose of 
supplementing the practical trade training of persons actually 
employed at and engaged in the various operations of the trade and 
whose employment as such is accepted by the recognised Unions of 
the trades concerned. 
(c) In determining whether an applicant for admission to one of 
these practical trade classes complies with the above conditions the 
Committee is guided, where necessary, by the evidence supplied by 
the Masters' Associations and the official Trade , Unions of the trade 
concerned. 
(d) Admission to a particular class or course is subject to the 
published regulations relative to that class or course. 
(e) One month after the opening date of classes or courses students 
will be permitted to enrol only with the special permission of the 
School Authority. 
(j) Pupils in attendance at Primary and Secondary Schools are 
not eligible for enrolment except by special permission of the School 
Authority. 
(g) The educational fitness of. a student to enrol in a particular 
course may be decided by an examination or .other means considered 
necessary. 
(h) A student is not entitled to enrol in a class or course which 
the School Authority decides is too advanced for his/her standard of 
knowledge. 
(i) Enrolment procedure:-
(i) Intending students must enter on the Enrolment Form 
supplied all the information required by the School 
Authority, 
(ii) The classes or courses to be taken are decided in inter-
view with a member of the School Staff. 
(iii) The appropriate fee is then paid to an officer of the 
Committee and a receipt issued theref.or. A, student : ~ho 
pays '1: fee should insist that he/she receive an official 
receipt for the amount of the fee paid. 
(iv) The appropriate class ticket/tickets is/are then issued to 
the student. 
, U) (i) No student may attend a class ,until he/she has received 
a class ticket. 
(ii) On first attendance at each class the student must tender 
to the teacher in charge his/her appropriate class ticket, 
together with the receipt for fee paid. 
(k) Students will be enrolled during the period and at the times 
stated in the Committee's publications. 
(I) The School Authority is authorised to refuse an enrolment, 
pending a decision thereon by the Committee. 
2. FEES 
, (a) The fees payable for the several classes and courses included 
in the Scheme of Instruction are stated in the publications of the 
Committe,e, and must be paid in full on enrolment unless otherwise 
stated. ' 
., I 
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12. BOOKS, STATIONERY, EQUIPMENT, DRESS 
Students are expected to provide themselves with such books, 
stationery, equipment, and dress as may be required. 
13. INFECTIOUS AND NOTIFIABLE DISEASES 
The head of the househ0'ld must inform the School Authority 
immediately of any infecti0'us or notifiable disease which may occur 
in the house in which a student is residing. Such a student must 
not resume attendance until permitted to do so by a medical officer. 
14. EXAMINATIONS 
Permission to sit for Scholarship! Sessional, or other examinati0'ns 
held under the authority 0'f the Committee, will be governed by the 
conditions relevant to the examinations. 
15. SCHOOL AUTHORITY 
. T.he term "Scho0'1 Authority," as used in these Regulations in-
dicates the Chief Executive Officer, 0'r an officer delegated to act . on 
his behalf. 
The above Regulations have been adopted by Resolution of the 
V.ocational Edu,cation Committee for the City of Dublin and 
approved by the Minister for Education. 
-. 
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Conditions Regulating the Admission of 
Students to Classes and Courses 
PRACTICAL WORKSHOP CLASSES IN TRADE SUBJECTS 
These classes are provided for the sole pu~pose of supplementing 
the practical trade training of persons actually employed at and 
engaged in the various operations of the trade. The Committee 
realise that it is imp0'ssible for a person to learn a trade solely by 
attendance at these classes, and are further of the 0'pinion that the 
admission to the classes of persons not actually engaged in the trades 
would be, not only of little use to such persons, but W0'uld pre-
, judicially affect the instruction of those for whom the classes . have 
been organised. Accordingly, the Committee reserve the right to 
restrict enrolment in the trade practical classes to those persons 
who are actually employed in the several processes an~ operations of 
the trade . 
The classes to which this regulation refers in the Session 1951-52 
will be the Evening Trade Classes in : 
Fitting and Turning; Garage Practice; Metal Plate 
W.ork; Brassfinishing; Patter·nmaking.; Boilermaking; 
Smithwork; Art Iron Work; Oxy-Acetylene and Electric 
Welding; Foundry Work-Iron Moulding; Brass 
Moulding ; Watchmaking; Bricklaying; Carpentry and 
Joinery; Plumbing; Plastering; Painting and Decorating; 
Cabinetmaking ; Woodcutting Machinists' Work; Coach-
building; Coachpainting; Coach trimming; Typography; 
Bookbinding; Lithography. 
And the Part-time Day Apprentice Workshop Classes in : 
Cabinetmaking; Carpentry and Joinery; Plumbing; 
Painting and Decorating; Printing; Fitting and Turning; 
Hairdressing; Garage Practice. 
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Mechanical Composition-Linotype and Intertype; Monotype 
Keyboard. These courses are designed on a 2-years' basis and are 
illt"tended for Senior Compositor apprentices and for journeymen 
Compositors. 
As the accommodation in these classes IS limited, preference will 
be given to the following: 
(a) Students who have obtained the Senior Trade Certificate 
(Compositors' Work) Department of Education with an attendance 
of at least 75 per cent. at each of the evening classes (Practical and 
Theory) fDr Third and Fourth Year Courses in Compositors' Work. 
(b) Students with an attendance Df at least 75 per cent. at each 
of the eve~ing classes (Practical and Theory) fDr Third and Fourth 
Year Courses in CompDsitors' Work. 
(c) J ,ourneymen who have served their apprenticeship as 
Compositors. 
lithography. The Junior and Senior Classes in Lithography and 
Offset work cover all branches Df the trade and give specialised 
instruction in proo"iing, transferring and offset machine work. 
Lithographic Art. This CDurse is arranged to work in close 
co-operatiDn with the LithDgraphy and Photo-Lithography courses. 
Students are trained in making original drawings and sketches for 
reproduction by these processes. 
Photo-Lithography. The classes in this course cover all the 
essential operations in Camera Operating and Printing-down. Indivi-
dual practice is afforded to students where possible. Exercises are 
arranged in .conjunction with the machine department, whereby wDrk 
may be proofed and printed. 
Costing. The Bri.tish Master Printers' Federation Costing 
System . is taught in the School, and students are prepared for the 
Federation Examinations. 
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Estimating. The CDurse is d~voted primarily to the study of 
estim<ilting methods, operational times and machine outputs in various 
departments, and calculations for determining the amount and cost 
of materials required. 
Printing Technology. A Specialised Course of instruction fo ': 
students who have completed the advanced course in Dne of the 
Printing Trades. The CDursre will normally ,occupy two years and 
the subjects of instructiDn are: Composing, Letterpress Machine 
·Work, Bookbinding, Lithography, Photo-Lithography, Costing and 
Estimating. 
. Typographic Design and Layout. The classes in this Course 
a re intended for all students of the Printing and. Allied Trades. 
Paper Technology and Marketing. A Specialised Course of 
instruction for employees Df paper mills and paper merchants, or 
printers' emploryees principally engaged in the handling of paper 
transactions. 
Applied Printing. This Course is designed to provide those 
engaged in the Clerical 'and Administrative side of Printing with a 
general knowledge of the crafts involved in modern Printing and 
of the materials ~nd appliances used, 
Physical Training. An Evening Course in Physical Training for 
students is provided. 
Irish Language. Special Evening Courses in Irish, graded to 
meet the requirements of students, are conducted in the Branch 
School in Capel Street. All students aJre earnestly recommended to 
.attend one of these courses and thereby to play a vital part in the 
1anguage revival and 'at the same time to equip themselves more fully 
to take their proper places in the industrial life of a Gaelic Sta.te, 
. . Irish Courses in any of the Technical Institutes conducted by the 
City of Dublin Vocationa.l Education Committee are available to 
students .of this Institute at a nominal fee. 
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EXAMINATIONS 
Courses are provided to prepare students for the followin, 
examinations: -
Department of Education Examinations: 
Trade Certificate Examinations in Compositors' Work, Letter-
press Machine Work. 
City & Guilds of London Institute. 
British Master Printers' Federation Costing Examination. 
National Association of Paper Merchants. 
SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES 
The Department of Education offers the following medals and 
prizes annually in connection with their examinations: 
Trade Certificate Examinations. A prize of £ 1 in each of 
the practical and written examinations of the Junior Stage. 
A bronze medal 'and a prize of £2 in each of the practical, and 
a prize of £1 in each of the written, examinations of the Senior 
Stage. 
The William Rooney Memorial Shield is awarded each year 
to the student of second year status in the Day Apprentice Courses 
in Printing who shows greatest proficiency in his craft and the most 
competent knowledge of oral Irish . 
The Dublin Master Printers' and Allied Trades' Union 
Prizes. Prizes to the value of £10 are a'warded annually to students 
of the Day Apprentice Courses in Printing. 
The Dublin Typographical Provident Society's Prizes. 
Prizes to the value of £10 are awarded annually to students of the 
Day Apprentice Courses in Printing. 
The Young Master Printers' Group Prizes. Prizes to the 
value of £7 lOs. Od. are awarded annually to students of the Evening 
Courses in Printing. 
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SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES (contd.) 
Irish Bookbinders' and Allied Trades Union Prizes. Prizes 
to the value of £10 are awarded annually to students of the Evening 
Courses in Bookbinding and Book-edge Gilding. 
Society of Lithographic Artists, Designers, Engravers and 
process Workers' Prizes. PriZies to the value of £5 5s. Od. are 
awarded annuaUy to the 3Jpprentices of the Society attending the 
EViening Courses in Lithographic Art and Camera Operating for 
Photo-Lithography. 
FEES 
COURSE 
PART-TIME DAY ApPRENTICE CLASSES: 
Compositors' Work ' 
Letterpress Machine Work 
EVENING COURSES AND CLASSES: 
All Courses 
Additional Subjects 
FEE PER. 
SESSION 
£ s. d. 
l ' 0 , 0 
100 
o 10 0 
(} 3 0 
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EQUIPMENT 
The follO:wing is a brief suinmary of the Equipment 1Il the sections 
of the Department :-
CASEROOM furnished . with ten wooden randoIl1rtop frames; imposing 
surfaces, proof presses, and all necessary auxiliary fitments; and' 
a wide range of book and display types. 
LINOTYPE AND INTERTYPE ROOM equipped with two Linotype 
machines and one Intertype with side magazines. 
MONOTYPE-Keyboard mom containing three Keyboards and a 
Monotype Casver, with lead and rule and display type attach-
ment. 
LETTERPRESS MACHINEROOM equipped with the following machines: 
" Pony" Miehle, Phoenix, Victoria, Arab and Favourite 
Platens, Heidelberg Automatic Platen; Dawson Payne S.W. 
Automatic Cylinder Machine; Payne Demy StOlp-Cylinder 
Wharfedale, with face-up delivery. 
BOOKBINDING SECTION-equipment includes all the usual appliances 
for Forwarding and Finishing both Stationery and Letterpress 
Binding, Book-edge Gilding, Marbling, Gold Blocking, etc. 
LITHOGRAPHIC SECTION-equipped ~ith Royal Folio Waite Rotary 
Offset machine, four transfer presses and a Copperplate press. 
PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHY SECTION includes one 12 ins. x 10' ins. Hunter 
Camera, illuminated by Boardman Arc lamps, and the usual 
equipment for dark room, printing-down frame, plate ' whirler, 
electric drying fan, etc. 
Course 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
{) 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Day 
Monday ... 
Tuesday ... 
Wednesday ... 
Thursday ... 
Friday ... 
Monday .. . 
Tuesday ... 
Wednesday ... 
Thursday ... 
Friday ... 
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Day Apprentice Course 
COMPOSITORS' WORK 
SECOND YEAR-GROUP S A AND B 
Time Subject Teacher 
9.30-11.0 Trade : Theory (A) ... ... Mr. Fitzpatrick 
11.0 - 12.30 
" 
Practical (A) ... Mr. Fitzpatrick 
9.30-11.0 
" 
Practical (B) .,. Mr. Ward 
11.0 -12.30 
" 
Theory (B) .. . ... Mr. Ward 
9.30-11.0 
" 
Theory (A) ... ... Mr. Fitzpatrick 
11.0 -12.30 
" 
Practical (A) ... Mr. Fitzpatrick 
9.30-11.0 
" 
Practical (B) ... Mr. McCullagh 
11.0 -12.30 
" 
Theory (B) .. . ... Mr. McCullagh 
9.30-11.0 
" 
Theory (A) . . . ... Mr. Fitzpatrick 
11.0 -12.30 
" 
Practical (A) ... Mr. Fitzpatrick 
9.30-11.0 
" 
Practical (B) ... Mr. Ward 
11.0 - 12.30 
" 
Theory (B) ... ... Mr. Ward 
9.30-] 1.0 
" 
Theory (A) ... ... Mr. Fitzpatrick 
11.0 -12.30 
" 
Practical (A) ... Mr Fitzpatrick 
9.30-11.0 
" 
Practical (B) ... Mr. Ward 
11.0 -12.30 
" 
Theory (B) ... ... Mr. Ward 
9.30-11.0 
" 
Theory (A) ... ... Mr. Fitzpatrick 
11.0 -12.30 
" 
Practical (A) ... Mr. Fitzpatrick 
9.30-1] .0 
" 
Practical (B) ... Mr. McCullagh 
11.0 -12.30 
" 
Theory (B) ... ... Mr. McCullagh 
FIRST YEAR-GROUPS A AND B 
2.0 -3.30 Trade : Practical (A) .. . Mr. Ward 
3.30-5.0 
" 
Theory (A) .. .. ... Mr. Ward 
2.0 -3.30 
" 
Theory (B) ... ... Mr. McCullagh 
3.30-5.0 
" 
Practical (B) .. . Mr. McCullagh 
2.0 -3.30 
" 
Practical (A) ... I Mr. ~ McCullagh 
3.30- 5.0 
" 
Theory (A) ... ... t Mr. McCullagh 
2.0 -3.30 
" 
Theory (B) ... .. . Mr. Ward 
3.30-5.0 
" 
Practical (B) ... Mr. Fitzpatrick 
2.0 -3.30 
" 
Practical (A) .. . Mr. Ward 
3.30-5.0 
" 
Theory (A) ... ... Mr. Ward 
2.0 -3.30 
" 
Theory (B) ... ... Mr. McCullagh 
3.30-5.0 
" 
:fractical (B) ... Mr. McCullagh 
2.0 -3.30 
" 
Practical (A) ... Mr. Ward 
3.30-5.0 
" 
Theory (A) ... ... Mr. ward 
2.0 -3.30 
" 
Theory (B) ... ... Mr. McCullagh 
3.30-5.0 
" 
Practical (B) ... Mr. McCullagh 
2.0 -3.30 
." 
Practical (A) ... Mr.. Ward 
3.30-5.0 
" 
Theory (A) ... ... Mr. Ward 
2.0 -3.30 
" 
Theory (B) ... 
'" 
Mr. McCullagh 
3.30-5.0 
" 
Practical (B) ... Mr. McCullagh 
I Room No. of Syllabus 
A9 4 
Al 3 
Al 3 
A9 4 
A9 4 
Al 3 
Al 3 
A9 4 
A9 4 
Al 3 
Al 3 
A9 4 
A9 4 
Al 3 
Al 3 
A9 4 
A9 4 
Al 3 
Al 3 
A9 4 
Al I 
A9 ~ 
A9 2 
Al 1 
Al 1 
A9 2 
A9 2 
Al 1 
Al 1 
A9 2 
A9 2 
Al 1 
Al l 
A9 2 
A9 2 
Al 1 
Al 1 
A9 2 
A9 2 
Al 1 
Course 
No. 
11 
2 
lS 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Day 
Monday 
Tuesday 
22 
Day Apprentice . Course. 
. LETrERPRESS MACHINE WORK 
SECOND YEAR-GROUP S A AND B 
Time Subject Teacher 
... 9.S0-11.0 Trade: Theory (A) .. .. ... Mr. W. Quinn 
11.0 -12.S0 
" 
Practical (A) ... Mr. W. Quinn 
9.S0-11.0 
" 
Practical (B) ... Mr. B. Quinn 
11.0 -12.S0 
" 
Theory (B) ... . .. Mr. B. Quinn 
... 9.S0-11.0 
" 
Theory (A) ... . .. Mr. W. Quinn 
11.0 -12.30 
" 
Practical (A) 
'" 
Mr. W. Quinn 
9.30-11.0 
" 
Practical (B) ... Mr. B. Quinn 
11.0 -12.S0 
" 
Theory (B) ... ... Mr. B. Quinn 
Wednesday ... 9.:)0-11.0 
" 
Theory (A) ... ... Mr. W. Quinn 
11.0 -12.S0 
" 
Practical (A) ... Mr. W. Quinn 
9.30-11.0 
" 
Practical (B) ... Mr. B. Quinn 
11.0 -12 .30 
" 
Theory (B) ... ... Mr. B. Quinn 
Thursday 
'" 
9.30-11.0 . 
" 
Theory (A) ... ... Mr. W. Quinn 
11.0 -12.30 
" 
Practical (A) ... Mr. W. Quinn 
9.30-11.0 
" 
Practical (B) ... Mr. B. Quinn 
11.0 -12.30 
. " 
Theory (B) .... ... Mr. B. Quinn 
Friday ... 9.30-11.0 
" 
. Theory (A) ... . .. Mr. W. Quinn 
11.0 -12.30 
" 
Practical (A) .. . Mr. W. Quinn 
9.30-11.0 
" 
Practical (B) ... Mr. B. Quinn 
11.0 -12.30 
" 
Theory (B) ... ... Mr. B. Quinn 
FIRST YEAR-GROUPS A AND B 
Monday ... 2.0 -3.30 Trade: Theory (A) ... ... Mr. W. Quinn 
3.30-5.0 
" 
. Practical (A) ... Mr. W. Quinn 
2.0 -3.30 
" 
Practical (B) . ... Mr. B. Quinn 
3.30-5.0 
" 
Theory (B) ... ... Mr. B. Quinn 
Tuesday ... 2.0 -3.30 
" 
Theory (A) ... ... Mr. W. Quinn 
3.30-5.0 
" 
Practical (A) .. . Mr. W. Quinn 
2.0-3.30 
" 
Practical (B) .. , Mr. B. Quinn 
3.30-5.0 
" 
Theory (B) ... ... Mr. B. Quinn W""''''''Y ___ 
1 
2.0 -3.30 
" 
Theory (A) .. . ... Mr. W. Quinn 
3.30-5.0 
" 
Practical (A) ... Mr. W. Quinn 
2.0 -3.30 
" 
Practical (B) ... Mr. n. Quinn 
3.30-5.0 
" 
Theory (B) ... ... Mr. B. Quinn 
Thursday ... 2.0 -3.30 
" 
Theory (A) ... ... Mr. W. Quinn 
3.30-5.0 
" 
Practical (A) ... Mr. W. Quinn 
2.0 -3.30 
" 
Practical (B) ... Mr. B. Quinn 
3.30-5.0 
" 
Theory ~) ..• ... Mr. B . Quinn 
Friday ... 2.0 -3.30 
" 
Theory (A) ... . .. Mr. W. Quinn 
3.30-5.0 
" 
.Practical (A) 
'" 
Mr. W. Quinn 
2.0 -3.30 
" 
. Practical (B) ... Mr. B. Quinn 
3.30-5.0 
" 
Theory (B) ... ... Mr. B. Quinn 
No. of .. 
Room Syllabus 
Class 
No. 
---
C22 8 
AS 7 
AS 7 400 
C22 8 401 
C22 8 
AS 1 
AS 7 
C22 8 402 
C22 8 403 
A3 7 
A3 7 
C22 8 404 
C22 8 405 
A3 7 
A3 7 
C22 8 
C22 8 
.. 
A3 7 
A3 7 
C2.2 8 
406 
40BA 
C22 6 
407 
A3 5 
A3 5 407A 
C22 6 
C22 6 
A3 5 
A3 5 
C22 6 I 
C22 6 
A3 5 
All 5 -I 
C22 6 40S 
C22 6 
A3 5 409 
A3 I) 
C22 6 
C22 8 
A3 5 no 
A3 5 
C22 6 411 
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EVENING CLASSES 
COMPOSITORS' WORK 
No. of 
Subject Day Hour Room Teacher Sylla~us 
- ----- ---- ---
THIRD YEAR: 
Book and Magazine Work. 
Practical-'--A . ... .. . Monday 7.30-9.30 Al R. Parker 9 
Theory-A ... ... .. . Wednesday 7.30-S.30 A4 R. Park~r 10 
FOURTH YEAR: 
Display Work. 
Practical-A ... .. . Tuesday 7.30-9.30 Al G. Ward 11 
Theory-A ... ... .. Thursday 7.30-S.30 C 1 C. McCullagh 12 
ADVANCED: 
Practical ... ... .. . Friday 7.30-9.30 Al C. McCullagh 13 
Theory ... ... . .. ThurFday 8.30-9.30 C 1 C. McCul1agh 14 
TYPOGRAPHIC DESIGN AND LAYOUT 
Stage I Wednesday 7.30-8.30 Al 15 
Do. 8.30-!l.30 Al 15 
II Thursday 7.30-S.30 Al 16 
II Do. S.30-9.30 Al 16 
LINOTYPE AND INTERTYPE OPERATORS' COURSE 
JUNIOR STA.GE 
Practical Operating and { 17 
Mechanil:?Dl ... ... Tuesday 7.30-9.30 A2 J. F. Kearns IS 
Do. ... ... Wednesday 7.:10-11.30 A2 J. F. Kearns {17 
18 
SENIOR STAGE 
Practical Operating and {19 
MeChanism ... ... Thursday 7.30-9.30 A2 J. F. Kearns IS 
Do. ... ... Friday 7.30-9.30 A2 J. F. Kearns {19 
18 
24 
MONOTYPE KEYBOARD 
Class 
No. Subject Day Hour Room Teacher 
JUNIOR STAGE 
412 ' Keyboard Operating and 
Keyboard Mechanism ... Monday 7.30-9.30 A2 J. Reddin 
413 Do. ... Thursday 7.30-9.30 A2 J.Rl!ddin 
SENIOR STAGE 
414 Keyboard Operating and 
Keyboard Mechanism ... I Tuesday 7.30-9.30 A2 J. Reddin 415 Do. ... Friday 7.30-9 .30 A2 J. Reddin 
MONOTYPE CASTER 
416 Practical Operating and 
Caster Mechanism ... .. . Monda,. 7.30-9.30 A2 P .' McManus 
417 Do. Tuesday 7.30-9.30 A2 P. McManus 
418 Do. Thursday 7.30-9.30 A2 P. ~lcManus 
419 Do. Frida'y 7.30-9.30 A2 P . Mc~Janus 
LETTERPRESS MACHINE WORK 
THIRD YEAR: 
420 Practical ... ... ... Monday 7.30-9.30 A3 J. Lawler 
421 Theory ... .. . ... Wednesday 7.30-9.30 A3 J. Lawler 
FOURTH YEAR : 
422 Practical ... ... ... Tuesday 7.30-9.30 tA3 J. J. Whelan 
423 Theory ... ... ... Thursday 7.30-9.30 A3 J. J. Whelan 
SPECIAL: 
424 Practical ... ... ... Friday 7.30-9.30 A3 B. Quinn 
425 Theory ... ... .. . Wednesday 7.30-9.30 Cl B. Quinn 
, 
No. of 
Syllabus 
---
r 21 20 21 
f22 
\.23 
{22 
23 
r 24 
I ~ 26 
> 24 
I..; 25 , 
>24 
25 
?-24 
'., 25 
'-
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
25 
LITHOGRAPHY 
I 
Class 
No. Subject Day Hour Room 
------ - ----- ---
--
- ---------------
426 
427 
428 
429 
430 
4 
4 
31 
28 
432 
433 
434 
435 
436 
437 
438 
1 
JUNIOR: 
Transfer and Presswork ... Monday 7.30-9.30 A4 
Offset Machiriing ... ... Thursday I 7.30-9.30 A4 
SENIOR: 
Printing-down (Photo-Litho) 
and Proving .. . ... Thursday 7.30-9.30 A 12 
A4 
LITHOGRAPHIC ART 
Drawing for Stone and Plate 
Design for Lithography 
... 1 Monday 
... Thursday , 
7.30-9.30 I A 4 
7.30-9.30 A 4 
1 
PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHY 
Camera Operating ... ... Monday 7.30-9.30 A 12 
Printing-down dnd Proving ... Thursday 7.30--9.30 A 12 
A4 
BOOKBINDING 
I 
JUNIOR STAGE j 
Stationery and Letterpress 
Binding Tuesday 7.30-9.30 I A 9 
Do. Friday 7.30-9.30 A 9 
SENIOR STAGE 
Stationery afLd Letterpress 
Binding Monday 7.30-9.30 A9 
Do. Thursday 7.30-9.80 A9 
Book-edge Gilding Monday 7.30-9.30 A9 
Do. Thursday 7.30-9.3U A9 
Book-Finishing Wednesday 7.30-9.30 A9 
Teacher 
-------
I 
K. Walker 
K . Walker 
J. Ross 
G. Mulvany 
G. Mulvany 
-
J. Ross 
-
I J. Tormey 
J . Tormey 
i 
I 
J. Tormey 
J. Tormey 
J . Kinsella 
J. KinselJi 
1 
No. of 
Syllabus 
----
32 
32 
35 
33 
33 
34 
35 
36 
36 
3'1 
37 
38 
38 
39 
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COSTING AND ESTIMATING 
No. Subject Day Hour Room 
- - -------~ 439 Estimating .. . ... . .. Tuesday 7.30-9.30 C1 «0 Costing ... ... . .. Friday 7.30-9.30 C 21 
400-5 
420-25 
432- 37 
426-28 
429-30 
431 
428 
439 
440 
406-ia 
. PRINTING TECHNOLOGY * 
Composing ... .•• .•• Mon. to Fri. 7.30-9.30 AI. 01 
Letterpress Machine Work .. . Tues. to Fri . 7.30-9.30 A3, C1 
Bookbil!ding ... .., .. . Tues. or Thurs. 7.30-9 .30 A 9 
Lithography... . . 
Lithographic Ar t ... 
Phot .)·Lithography : 
... Mon. ·or Thurs. 7.30-9.30 
... ~:ron . or Thurs. 7.30 -9.30 
A4 
Camera Operating .. .. . Monday 7.30-9.30 A 12 
Printing.down & Pr.)ving Thursday 7.30-9.30 A 12 
Costing .. .. ... ... F riday 7.30-n':30 C 21 
Estimating ... . . .. . Tuesday 7.30-9.30 A 9 
TYJ) ')graphic Design & Layout Wed or Thurs 7.30-~ .30 A 1 
Teacher 
---- - ---
W. J. Kiernan 
W. ]. Kiernan 
C McCullagh 
J. J. Whelan 
J . Tormey 
K. Walker 
G Mulvany 
J. Ross 
W. J. Kiernan 
W. ]. Kieman 
• Students should consult the Head of Department before enrolling for this Course. 
PAPER TECHNOLOGY AND MARKETING 
Paper Making Wednesday 8.0-9.30 A5 
P aper f ,r Printers Wednesday 8.0-9.30 A5 
4'11 Paper Mercbauting Wednes la y- 8.0-9.30 A5 
Co arse Papers Wedn;~day 8.0- 9. 30 A 5 
APPLIED PRINTING 
442 Applied Printing 
No. of 
Syllabus 
---
40 
~l 
42 
42 
42 
42 
42 
42 
42 
42 . 
42 
42 
43 
43 
43 
43 
44 
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Syllabus of Instruction 
1- COMPOS!'l ORS' WORK-FIRST YEAR: PRACTICAL 
W7 or'k in the Composing Room-The technique of type-setting by 
hand: making-up measure; approved methods of acquiring accurate 
and speedy composition. even spacing and goo~ justification; empty-
ing of composing stick; proofing. correcting and over-running matter; 
distribution of type and materials; progressive exercises in setting 
straight matter from reprint and simple manuscript ' and typescript; 
setting simple forms of display and general jobbing from reprint copy. 
Imposition-Locking-up for job work up to and including four-page 
formes. 
2-COMPOSITORS' WORK-FIRST YEAR: THEORY 
l-listory-Invention and development of the art of printing. 
iliaterials and Equipment-Description and uses .of materials, equip-
ment and appliances, including spacing material, locking-up devices, 
galleys, chases, etc. Proofreading and Proofreaders' Marks-
including spelling, simple punctuation, word division, compound 
words. "Style of the House," including capitalization, use of italic~ 
small capitals, figures and numerals, abbreviations, readers' marks, 
marginal and text. Typ'e-P~rts of a single character; fount of type 
and description of the various characters contained in it; essential 
differences between bookwork and display founts; metal alloys; 
. essential qualities of good type; treatment and care of wood and metal 
type. Point System-History; the old body and the point systems; · 
application of point system to everyday work. Calculations-Simple 
forms of calculation in casting-off weights and quantities of type and 
leads; manuscript, typescript and reprint copy; solid and leaded 
matter. Paper-Sizes and sub-divisions of printings, writings, cards 
and boards. Calculating sizes and quantities. Simple Lettering fo'1' 
Di;pI~y~Elementary layout of announcements and advertisements. 
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3~COMPOSITORS' WORK~SECOND YEAR: 
. PRACTICAL 
W o'rk~ng in the Qomposing Room - MO're advanced forms o.f 
straight setting. Approved methods of hand-setting table and tabular 
work, with Qir withO'ut rules, invoOlving single, dQiuble o.r treble justi-
fication, such as prQigrammes, balance sheets, price lists, ledger and 
aCCQunt bOQk headings, etc. Imp1osition-4, 8, and 16 pages; dressing 
the fo.rme, determining margins, use .of mechanical and wooden 
quoins; tying-up ailld storing; dropping and distribution; Locking up 
-Locking up for general jobbing, and simple tWQi-colour work; 
account book and ledgeT headings, etc. ' 
4--COMPOSITORS' WORK-SECOND YEAR: THEORY 
Typ·e-How type is made; metal alloys. Paper-Its manufacture. 
Description of the various finishes and qualities Qif paper and bo.ards. 
Calculations-More advanced forms of casting-up and casting-off; 
solid and leaded matter; sizes and quantities o.f paper. Blocks-
Brief description of line and half-tone blocks, stereO's and electms. 
Display Work-Elementary principles as applied to. the layout and 
setting of announcements ailld advertisements; study ~f the various 
factors governing design and construction of layouts. 
5-LETTERPRESS MACHINE WORK-FIRST YEAR: 
PRACTICAL 
Work of the Machineminder-Management; cleaning and oiling of 
the handpress, platens and wharfedales; making all necessary adjust-
ments; characteristics of good machine wQirk; method of securing 
clean and rapid working; preparation of machines f.or printing. 
Differ1ent classes of packing and when to. use; results of ov~rpacking 
and underpacking; feeding machines; how to. make a pitch gauge; 
printing off simple formes. Making Ready~pressing of cylinder 
and platen machines; positioning sheet on feed hOaJrd and setting lays; 
positioning , forme on bed; planing down and locking up formes; 
running up colour; positioning form~ on sheet; patching up skeletons 
and touching up; setting duct and getting colour correct; setting 
to'ners; working off. 
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6-LET1TERPRESS MACHINE WORK-FIRST YEAR: 
THEORY 
Historical-History and Development of the Art of Pr,inting. 
Prevention of Accidents-Precautions necessary for aVOidance. 
J1aclzine Room Equipment-Desqiption; care and use,s of the han~­
press, pla:ten and wharfedale machines; also the vanous tO'ols and 
appliances used. Paper-Short histO'ry, how man~factured (hand-
made' and machine-made), different c~asses and theIr uses; standard 
sizes; multiples and sub-divisions Qif printings and writings. Cards 
and Boards-Sizes, qualities. Inks-Composition and manufacture; 
care and treatment. Rollers-Composition and manufacture; care 
and setting; qualities; seasoning and cleaning. Printing. Surfaces-
Type: foundry, lino and mono; stereO's (ordinary and mckel-f aced) , 
how manufactured, uses and care. 
7-LETTERPRESS MACHINE WORK-SECOND YEAR: -
PRACTICAL 
/1/ ork of the Alachinem.inder-Care and management of, platen~ 
(jobbing and Heidelberg), Wharfedales and Mi~hle machmes anCl 
auto.-feeders; making ready and printing off more dIfficult formes than 
if'. first year, including stereos, dectros, line and h,alf-tone blocks; 
underlaying, interlaying, making hand and mechamcal chalk ,O'ver-
lays; set-O'ff causes and hQiw to avoid. Imp·o·sition and Plate Layzng-
4" 6, 8, and 16 pages, half-sheet and sheet work, tumbler formes, 
sections, perfecting or backing up, tests foOr correctness. 
8_LETTERPRESS MACHINE WORK-SECON~ YEAR: 
THEORY 
Histor~cal-The evolution of printing machinery. Machine Room 
Equipment-DescriptiO'n; care and use o.f the Heide~berg Auto-
platen, Miehle and Universal Aut<rFeeder. Paper-DIfferent ~TO­
perties and suitability f.or different classes of work; cockll11~' 
creasing and stretching; equivalent weights and how to' asce~t~m 
them' paJper standardisatio.n. Inks-Adapting inks to. paper; ffilxmg 
and ~atching. Pri~ting Surfaces-Electros, line and half-tone blo.cks, 
how manufactured; their uses, differences and limitatiO'ns; the care 
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of plates and blocks; cleaning a:n~ storing. Colour-The primary, 
secondary and tertiary colours ~ comhinations of colours; selecting 
colours for contrast, harmony, etc. Calculations-Quantities of paper 
required for different classes of work; allowance for overs; equiva-
lent weights and how ascertained. 
9-COMPOSITORS' WORK 
BOOKV\7 0RK, THIRD YEAR: PRACTICAL 
Straight setting of solid matter for book and magazine by hand. 
Handling of Linotype, Intertype and Monotype. Proofing and 
correcting galleys. Make-up of pages, single, double and treble 
columns. ' Running heads, f.olios, side, shoulder, and cut-in headings. 
Insertion of initials and blocks in text. Make-up of illustrated pages, 
tables, etc. Chapter and Section headings. Title pages, and other 
preliminary matter. Proofing and correction of pages. Imposition 
and dressing of forme of eights, twelves, sixteens, and thirty-tw.os. 
Checking furniture for desired margins. Locking up and sending 
to machine. Corrections at press. Making up and dissecting for 
colour work and register work. 
10-BOOKWORK, THIRD YEAR: THEORY 
Material and Equip,ment-Description and uses of modern com-
posing room material and equipment; planning of compQsing room; 
lighting. Paper-Manufacture; classification; definitions; finishes; 
sizes and qualities for various classes of bookwork; choosing the right 
paper. Bo'ok Typography-Lay.out of preliminary matter and text 
pages, including chapter headings, page headlines, etc.; choosing 
appropriate typeface and size for specified books; deciding dimensions 
of printed page and margins; parts of a book; methods of binding 
and their effect upon imposition; signatures and their uses; handling 
of Monotype, Linotype or Intertype matter. Imposition-8, 12, 16 
and ·32 pages; determining of margins and dressing of formes tor 
bookwork. Plates-Original and duplicate, making and uses of 
wood-cuts; scraper boards, line blocks, half-tone blocks; making and 
uses of stereos (nickel and chromium faced); ordering; storing. 
Calculations-Cost and quantity of paper; equivalent weights; 
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allowance for overs; 'area and cost of blocks; advanced casti~g off; 
determining type size for given area. Estimt11ting-Principles of 
estimating for the composition of bookwork; time for make-up and 
compOSItIOn. Machine Composition and Casting Units-General 
principles and capacity of Linotype and Intertype, Monotype (key-
board, caster and supercaster); suitability of these machines for 
different classes of work. · 
1I-DISPLAY WORK, FOURTH YEAR: PRACTICAL 
Layout, composition and make-up of Advertisements and general 
. commercial jobbing, such as letterheads, menus, etc. Utilisation of 
resources of Modern Case Room in Commercial Work. Linotype, 
Intertype and Monotype make-up in Display Advertisement. Borders 
and Ornaments. Head and Tail pieces. Line and Half-tone blocks 
and Stereos in Commercial jobbing. Cut-in, run around and pierced 
blocks. Dressing and lock-up of composite formes. CorrectIons at 
press. 
I2-DISPLAY WORK, FOURTH YEAR: THEORY 
Typ e Design-History of type design, with a knowledge of famous 
type design~rs and typographers and their work. Type Faces-
Classification and characteristics of the various groups; gothic, roman, 
italics; sanserif, etc.; selection of type for different classes of display 
work; use of rules, borders and ornaments. Ma;chine Compo.sition 
a~d Casting Units-Linotype, Intertype, Ludlow, Elrod, Monotypc 
and Supercaster. Their uses and limitations for display composi-
ti,on. Illustrations-Use of illustrations in advertising, line and 
half-tone blocks ; wood-cuts, lino-cuts, scraper boards, etc.; originals 
(copy) for line and half-tone blocks; half-tone screens and their 
suitahility for various, surfaces of paper; use of stereos and electros; 
purposes of nickel and chromium facing. Pap,er-Sizes, qualities, 
finishes for various classes of display work. Colour-Simple colour 
. schemes and their uses in commercial design; colour used for 
emphasis; decorative value; principles of harmony. Estimating-
General principles for estimating jobbing work composition, 
hand- and machine-set; make-up and imposition. 
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13-ADVANCED STAGE: PRACTICAL 
Planning, setting and locking-up of complicated formes .of general 
jobbing; advanced table and tabular composition. Making of layouts 
for more advanced forms of display, f.olders, catalogue work, etc., 
and setting from them; further use of colour. More advanced book-
work-setting of title pages, book ja:ckets and covers from layout; 
make-up of text, extracts, notes; handling monotype and slug m~terial. 
14-ADVANCED STAGE: THEORY 
Layo.ut-The principles of fine typography in relation to display 
w.ork and bookwork and their application in la,yout: Calculations-
Casting off copy for bookwork and display; paper calculations; 
elementary costfinding and estimating. Imposition-More advanced 
impositions up to 32 pages; compound schemes. Paper-Selection 
and suitability to cover a wide range of work. Organisation-
General factory arrangement, lighting, etc. D'upNcating Processes-
Stereotyping and electrotyping; nickel and chromium facing, etc. 
A !lied Processes-Line, half-tone and three-colour; lithography, direct 
and offset; photo-lithography, collotype and photogravure. 
1S-TYPOGRAPHIC DESIGN AND LAYOUT 
STAGE I 
General br,oad principles of Design as applied to typography. 
Layout: its origin, development and imp.ortance to the printer-
designer; layout as interpretation. The evolution of l'etter forms ' 
study of well-designed type faces; spacing of letters. Type familie~ 
-origin and development. Famous type designers. The technique 
of layout-materials, procedure, etc.; lettering as an aid to layout. 
Book typography. Illustraltions: choice of types to suit each style; 
half-tone and line engravings. Introduction to colour in light and 
in pigment. Terms used in describing colour. Preparation of 
simple colour wheel showing primary, secondary and complementary 
colours. Colour harmonies and discords. Practical exercises in the 
use of colour. 
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16_TYPOGRAPHIC DESIGN AND LAYOUT 
STAGE II 
Study of the vario~s factors governing design and construction .of 
layouts for different classes of work. Use of thumb~ail sketches 
and their advantages in planning layouts. Symmetnc~l, assym-
metrical and dynamic layouts; fitness f.or purpose. D'eta~led study 
of the various factors governing legibility and attractiveness of 
design in typography. Study of display types; importanc~ ~~ appr?-
priate choice of type for different classes of work; leglbllity, dls-
tinctiveness and beauty. Importance of good copy. The use and 
usefulness ,of colour in design. Sources of colour schemes. Colour 
harmonies and discords. Two- and three-colour harmonies. Prac-
tical exercises in the use of Golour. 
17-LINOTYPE AND INTERTYPE OPERATING: 
JUNIOR STAGE 
Mechanical CompolSition-Various types .of Machines in use. 
General principles to be observed by operators ~ith regar~ to 
assembling of matrices, correct measure and body thl'c~ess of .li~es; 
the proper treatment of matrices and spacebands; exe:clses speclally 
devised to establish sound fingering methods; the lmportance ~f 
correct metal temperature to produce sound slugs and aVOld 
" splashing"; gas and dectri,c melting pots; studen: gra~uat~s from 
special exercises in setting reprint copy and manuscnpt; mtenm tests 
to reGord advance. 
I8-LINOTYPE AND INTERTYPE MECHANISM 
Keyboard-Construction and operation, action of .cam~ a~d r~ds. 
M 
. C f and alignment Spaceband-Lme JustlficatlOn, 
atrtx- are . 0 " . . 
imp.ortance of cleanliness. Assembler-Star wheel, gUldes, chute, 
brake, adjustments. Line Delivery Carriage~Com~o.nents, control 
adjustments. Malgazine-Single, multiple, spht, aUXlhary, entrance, 
escapements, changes. Distributor-Distributor bar and box,. c~ntrols, 
single and multiple mechanisms, adjustments. M ould-Vanetles an.d 
of making changes. Metal pot-Component parts and thelr care '. . v· J functions. Knives-Varieties and care of, adjustments. tce- aw 
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and lock, adjustinents. Elevators-First and d d' Ca N' secon , a Justment 
..J ms- ames, functIOns and adjustments D " M I ' • CI h' . rIvzng eCrLanzSm-· 
utc and assocIated mechanism adJ'ustments ' C f l' 
h ' 'I' '. are 0 generall mac lI1e, 01 lI1g cleaning etc At' ' 
, ,. u omatlc stops. 
19-LINOTYPE AND INTER'rYPE OPERATING: 
SENIOR STAGE 
R.eview of CDurse fOor Junior . Stage. Practical wOork of a more 
:~vanced natu.I;e, including. table and tabular work of varied kinds. 
d ge~~ral dIsplay advertIsement setting, together with twin siu 
compOSItIOn and headI' k' h . g 
, lI1e wor , WIt specHl11 attention to style and 
correctIOns. Students aJ1e shown how to' maintaI'n th . h" 
, elr mac Ine In 
runmng o:de~ and to deal with any stoppages caused by meta! 
splashes, dlstnbutor bar, and other slight mechanical troubles. 
20-MONOTYPE KEYBOARD OPERATING 
J UNIOR STAGE 
P,-iizcip,zes of Morrotype composition. ' Height of the keyboard .. 
PositiOon of the ~perator. Position of the copyholder. Correct 
~nethod o~ fingenng the keys:. The touch system explained. Finger-
Ing eXierClses. ~h~ unit system. Monotype measures. Make-Ul) 
of ~,easure. ~Itl:Ing the paper ribbon. Stra,ight composition--
repnnt, typescnpt and manuscript. How to. set and t l' L 'ff ff cen re lOes. 
lIng 0 keybanks. Changing keybars, stopbars and J' t" f . 
scale Ke b d d . us lYIng 
. Y Ooar an matnx case arrangements. Arrangement of 
the punches and the perforated ribbon. Allowance for initials and 
blocks. Unit. wheel work. Setting) colun;ms by the unit. wh~e1 
method. S tt 'nh h' e . In~ poe.try. .1 e justifying scale. Justifying before 
reac, lo~ the JustIficatIOn area. Justifying overset matter. The set 
and umt systems more fully explained Th . 'fi . 
d I '· . e JUStl catIOn space, keys an sca e III relatIon to the caster. 
21~MONOTYPE KEYBOARD MECHANISM 
JUNIOR STAGE 
A ~tion of keybuttons, keybars, rockshafts and valve bars. Plungers. 
AIr chamber and filtering system. Operation, of punches. Driving 
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the unit wheel. Revolution Df the justifying scale. Raising 
a.nd lowering the justification scale pointer. Recording the 
unit value of characters. Paper feeding and winding mechanism. 
Mechanism fDr releasing the paper feeding and winding mechanisms. 
Care and cleaning of the keyboard. Mechanism for setting the key-
board measure. Mechanism fDr adjusting the paper feed wheels. 
'The air system. The space cut-out. 
22-MONOTYPE KEYBOARD O 'PERATING 
SENIOR STAGE 
Revision Df Junior stage. Balance sheets. Simpl1e table work. Rule 
allowance. Letter spacing. U nit adding. U nits added to' charac-
ters of running heads and folios. Diamond leader work. The line 
canceller. Multiple justification. Measures Dver 65 set ems. Justify-
ing more than twenty spaces in a line. Wide measure table work. 
Programme work. Intricate rule allowance. Setting tables with 
beadings smaller than body, matter. The constant. Calculating the 
justification figures. The quadding and centring attachment. The 
tabular attachment. The unit-adding attachment. The Duplex 
keyboard. Setting time-tables. 
23-MONOTYPE KEYBOARD MECHANISM 
SENIOR STAGE 
Rev;sion of J unioT stage. The line counter. Restoring mechanism. 
Mechanism for keeping plungers oiled. Maintenance adjustments. 
Removing and replacing parts of the machine. 
24-MON01lYPE CASTER O'PERATING 
Practical operatiDn ,of caster, including care necessary while work-
ing. Explanation.of running adjustments. 
25-MONOTYPE CASTER MECHANISM 
Driving gear, cam levers, type calrrier and adjustments, pump 
action, transfer wedges and adjustments. Die centring lever, tong 
mechanism, locking racks, mould bla~e moving gear, type pusher, 
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paper tower bridge and its adjustments. Line shifting and galley 
mechanism. Changing founts, centring, sizing and aligning, justi-
fication. Care of matrices, system of locating derangements. The 
mould, care and upkeep, disassembly and re-assembly, adjustment. 
Compressor and air tank. Lead and rule and display type attach-
ment. 
26-MACHINE WORK, THIRD YEAR: PRACTICAL 
. Machines-Adjustments and management of Wharf'edale and TwOr-
revolution machines; their 'care and maintenance. Automatic 
feeders-setting and adjustment for Platen and Cylinder machines. 
A1ake-ready for type, half-tone and stereo. plate work; prepaJration 
of simple mechanical o.ve~·lays. Rollen-Setting and adjustment of 
forme-rollers and distributors. Inks-Mixing o.f colo.urs and tints; 
matching and reducing; practice in colour schemes. Plate 1J,1ounting-
Making margins fo.r bookwork; lining-up. 
27-MACHINE WORK, THIRD YEAR: THEORY 
Jl,1achines-Modern developments in proof presses and machines. 
including stop-cylinder and two.-revolution; use and adjustment of 
automatic feeders for platen and cylinder machines; flatbed and 
rotary machines and their uses; average rUllS per hour; packing; 
setting rollers, etc.; carton printing. Paper and Boards-Sizes and 
sub-divisions; characteristics and definitions of the chief varieties; 
right and wrong side; machine direction; different properties and 
suitability for various classes of work; paper troubles-coclding, 
creasing and stretching. Rollers-Effects of atmospheric conditions; 
methods of inking-disc, slab, cylindrical and pyramid. Illustration 
Proocesses-Line and half-tone blocks; principle and metha.d of pro-
ducing. Duplicate Plate Making-Stereos and electros; brief 
description of manufacture; classes of work for which each is more 
suitable; nickel and chromium facing. Ink-Materials used in manu-
facture; grades for different classes of work-copyable, double-tone, 
tri-chromatic, etc.; matching and mixing of ink to obtain simple 
colour combinations; covering power. ' Imposition-4, 8" 12, 16, and 
24 pages, upright and oblong; sheet and half-sheet work; inset work; 
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, . order of preliminary matter; stabbed a~d sewn 
uses of sIgnature~, nd uantities of paper- reqUIred for 
work. Calculatwns-Cost a q C I -Outline of the nature 
. b llowances for overs. 0 o,ur , 
ciiffeI"ent JO s; a d of pigments; schemes USIng f r ht and colour of the spectrum, an 
o Ig 1 rs' harmonies and contrasts, not more than two co ou , 
WO'RK, FOURTH YEAR: PRACTICAL 28-MACHINE d 
' f Two.-revolution and Heidelberg, an ~f h' s The operatIon 0 ' A t 
l ' ac me - Wharfedale; care and maintenance. u 0-
advanced work ,on the, 'Make-ready-All 
S 'djustmg and operatmg . 
.ulotic feeders- ettIn~, a, lti-colour process work; practice 
kinds of ma~e-ready IndudI::s~;he practical mixing and make-up 
with mechamaal overlays. 1 d. 't hIe additions to inks; 
'1 I . patent compoun s, SUI a , 
of speCla co ours, ., k' Plate M olulntmg-
' tI'ons care and economIes In wor mg. pI 'ecau . , 'k 
Making margin, make-up for reglster wor • 
29-MACHINE WORK, FOURTlH YEAR: THEORY 
L L out for economic production; general IV orkshop ay'out- ay " chines equipment, and 
' . 1 f 1 nning and arrangmg rna , 
pnnClp es 0 pa I' h . P wer and Transmzsswn-
fixtures in the department; 19 htmg. , 0 f power' transmission; 
f I t' 't and ot er sources 0 , 
Comparison 0 e ec nCI y, '1 b' It ulti-belt and chain. 
' d' 'd 1 dnve smg e e, m 
group and In IVI ua , , , , in 6 24 and 32 pages, 1 . . Schemes of imposltIOn, mclud g" I' 
mposltwn- 'Production of wood-cuts, , Ine 
'h d blong Illustratwns- d 
upng t an 0, , l' d stipples combined tone an d h If blocks mechamca tmts an, , 
an a -tone, If ' . 'table screens for vanous d f lour ha -tones, SUI 
line; three- an our-co, d 1 trotyping: storage of plates g
rades ,a.f paper. StereotypIng an e ec " d definitions of the 
d B d CharactenstIcs an 
and blocks. Paper an ~ar s- relative humidity, static 
' , henc effects on paper, . 
chief vanetles; atmosp t PrI'ncI'p.les of estimatmg d'" Managemen -
electricity and con ItIOmng. k' . d and runnino- machines; 
d t ' 1· cost of rna mg lea y b 
time an rna ena , , f d 'I dockets and works instruc-
. 1 f fi dmg' purposes 0 al y princlp es 0 cost n, , , I design' terms 
C I ' -Use of colour m commerCIa , 
tion sheets. , '0, our . hods of creating suitable colour 
used in descnbmg colour, met fIr d paper. Ink-Pro-~ b ' d b the use 0 co ou e 
schemes; effects 0 tame y , k f three- and four-colour 
perties of inks for particular purpolsl~s; mds wO~er colour inks, colour 
k d ble tone meta IC an process wor; ou , 
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matching; the nature of driers and 1 
, so vents; covering powers on 
vanous paper. 
3D-LETTERPRESS MACHINE WORK-SPECIAL: 
PRACTICAL 
If? ork of M . h ~ 'd 
Miehl :~ znemzn ,er-Management of platens, Wharfedales awl 
m th ~ mfac hmes ;, makmg necessary adjustments fQr proper running ~ 
e 0 0 c angmg frOom one J'ob t h l' ,. d 'ff 1 0 anot er; cy mder dressing-
I e~ent c asses, and when used; results of overpacking and under-
packmg of cylmder; putting on and printing off ' 1 f 
Imposition-Schemes t 16 ' SImp e ormes. 
, up 0 pages; laymg down plates and finding 
margms. . 
31-LETTERPRESS MACHINE WORK-SPECIAL: 
THEORY 
Mach~ne Room Equipment-Description " care and f I 
Wh f d I uses 00 p atens t 
ar e da e and Miehle machines; also the various. tools and appli-
ances use Paper Man f t d'ff . h ' : -, u ac ure; I erent classes and finishes and 
telr uses, standard SIzes, multiples and sub-divisions o"r p' ' t' 
and W ' , 1 . 'r nn mgs 
f ntmg,s. nks~Care and treatment-composition and manu-
acture-drymg. Rollers-Composition· manufacture f II 
' 1 ' " care 0 ro ers 
seasomng, c eamng; qualities of a good roller P' t' f ' t 
Type fou d L' . rzn zng sur aces-
tone hI k ~ Ery, motype, Monotype, Stereotypes; Line and half-
oc s, lectrus. B oo,kwork and Imp 't' P f 
' , , 'OSt ton- arts 0 a book' 
InJposltIOn; prmclples; schemes up to 16 ' . ' 
signatures and their uses. pages, compound schemes; 
32-LITHOGRAPHY 
JUNIOR STAGE 
~~~s;;ry and In~~ntion of ~ithography; basic principles. Lithograp.hic 
in d CO~p~sltlon, physIcal nature, prepaJration, grinding, polish-
g an ~rammg. Plates-Re-deaning, re-grinding, nature and 
of materIals employed. Hand Litho PC' use en I ress- onstructIOn and use 
Oy'/Jerp' ate Press. Transferring on stone and la . • 
transfers; vari.ous kinds of transfers. Transfer ink p ted' oopperplate 
position D " s an paper; com-
, . 'escnptlOl1 and uses of materials used in lithography; 
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gum arabic, litho varnish, nitric and citric acid, paraffin, turpentine~ 
etc, R,ollers-Lithographic hand rollers. Papers-Materials and 
manufacture; various kinds ' of paper used in lithography. Inks--
Source, nature of coloured pigments, mixing of tints. Plates-Zinc 
and aluminium; characteristics and qualities; graining metal plates. 
Cofour-Use of; colour charts and schemes. R ,otary Offset-
Machine printing; general care and adjustment of machine; setting 
plates; rubber blankets, rollers, ' adjustments of printing pressures. 
Production of actual colour jobs. 
33~LITHOGRAPHIC ART 
Theory-Invention and principles. Progress and modern methods. 
Comparison of Stone an.d Plate. Flat-bed, Rotary and · Offset 
machines. Transferring on Rand·-press. Transfer papers and ink, 
Origin and composition .of lithographic stone. Advantages of Zinc 
at:Id Aluminium plates. Preparation and treatment of stone and plate. 
Materials used by artists. Pmce:dure in reproduction. Making a 
key. Determining the number of colours necessary for reproduction, 
Order of printing colours. Overdrawing colours. Consideration 
. for the printer. Chalk work and mechanical shading mediums. 
Practical~Drawing on transfer paper, stone and plate, with brush 
and pen. Drawing on grained surfaces with lithographic chalk. 
Drawing in gum for reverse lettering. Colour Work-Making a 
key. Drawing colours for reproductiQn of flat tints. Hand stippling 
and using mechanical shading mediums. 
34-CAMERA OPERATING (PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHY) 
Lenses and prisms and their optical properties; methods of finding 
and controlling screen distance, lens aperture and exposure. The 
Camera) lamps and other apparatus. The half-tone screen a~d the 
rules governing its operation. Making line and half-tone negatives 
by the wet collodion process; the collodion, silver nitrate bath and 
other ' solutions, their composition, properties and manaJgement. 
Photographic dry plates: theory. Reverse line negatives; line and 
half-line negatives/ use 0'£ circular screen for colour; llse of filters for 
colf!Jur work/ screen angles. 
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35-PRINTING DOWN (PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHY) AND 
PROVING 
Preparat~on .of negatives for printing-down, varnishin linin u 
use of aIr brush, use of shadinO' "med'" g, g. p, 
Z' d 1 " b lUms on screen negatIves 
d I;C an a umIlllum plates, outline of manufacture, recognition of 
e ects. Gauge o.f plates f . . 
. . . . ' reason or graInIng, use o.f different 
raInIng materIals. Grain .requir'ed fo.r different classes of wo.rk 
torage of plates. Use o.f "passing hath" C" d'" dR' . o.atIng an pnntmg,.. 
own. elatlOn between lamp distance and light distribution effects 
~n exp~sure: .Duplicating?H plate and securing register, different 
ypes .0. pn.ntIng frame. . Use o.f Step and Repeat Machine and ~u~tI-negatIves .. Develo.Plllg, additions, alterations. Use o.f shadin 
m'-~I~ms. Ro.lllllg up, use and action of litho etches gum t g 
addItIOns after mlling up. Vandyke "off t d , ,,' " e c., 
positive reversal p ' .' se eep and o.ther 
pro.cesses. rovIng on offset machine. 
36-BQOKBINDING 
JUNIOR STAGE 
A1 aterials-Cloth rexin 1 th " . 
and .... ' e, ~a er, nnitatlOn leather, etc.: their uses 
quahdes. Boards-SIzes qualities and ' . h 
. I' ' uses; weig ts and 
eqUlva 'ent SIzes. Paper-Standard sizes and sub d' . . . 1 
t h . l ' - IVIsIOns: SImp e 
ec lllca terms. Preparation of 1 . Sf I f B' . g ue, paste, and o.ther adhesIves. 
. y es ~ l.nd.zng-:-Full bound leather wo.rk, French joints, laced 
In, fleXIble, ImItatIOn bands, half-hound plain, half extra, extra full 
clot~, case b~ok. Pr~p~ration of Books for Sewing-Co.llating, 
pu~llllg, cleanIng, re:sIZlllg, mounting and repairing of sections, 
fiXIng of p,lates; rollIng; sewing-in Sew~ng H"'nd d h' 
'. • - w an mac Ine sewIn~, sewIng on tapes, sewing on bands, flexible sewing etc' 
vampIng E dp dB" , 
. n apers an oards-Various styles and q ft' 
Forwa d' C' b ua lIes. ~ zng- uttmg y machine and plough; glueing up 
A1arblzng-Various styles and patterns. . 
37-Booi<:BINDING 
SENIOR STAGE 
Gatheri~g~ Collating~ Bundling and End p,,.,,,,,, E . 
" . - .... rerzng- xerCIses In vano~s methods: Cutting-Classes of machinery used; methods of 
workIng. Gluezng uPI Rounding and Backing..:..-.Hand f1-nd machine 
• 
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methods. Lining up-Materials used .and metho.ds of working. 
Case Making-Hand and machine methods. Blocking of Cases-
Gold foil and other blocking agents; types of machines; cutting and 
dressing leather. Account B ook Bindings-Various styles. 
'lIlarbling-Various styles; mixing of the colours; making of size; 
treatment of edges. 
38-BOOK-EDGE GILDING 
Gold leaf as a medium for boo.k decoratio.n; its character and use 
Gold leaf 'substitute and imitations. Size-Ho.w made. Preparatti10n 
of Book-Scraping of edges; laying o.f gold; use of burnishes. Red 
Under Gold Edges-Ho.w to treat various classes of paper. Gilding 
Presses-Different types: use and care. 
39-BOOK-FINISHIN G 
Tools and Equipment used. Materials used in covering books and 
their receptivity to normal treatment; use of pastewater, size, 
vinega,r, glair, etc. Preparation of W ork-Marking-up, laying on 
gold, to.o.ling and cleaning off. Various schemes of decoratio.n-tradi-
tional and mo.dern-sho.wing the decorative use o.f tools by simple 
arrangement and varied repetition. Designing backs, sides, corners 
and lett:ering panels. Full leather wo.rk, including the making o.f 
'working drawings for back and cover deco.ratio.n. Inlay work . 
Blocking machines in general use; blind blocking, ink blocking, gold 
blocking and embo.ssing; working with metallic and coloured roll 
l'eaf. 
40-ESTIMATING 
Qualifications a!nd Respolnsibiliti'es o.f an estimator; methods o.f 
approach. Standard forms and conditions; handling enquiries; 
specificatio.ns; oonstructing an estimate; methods of fo.llowing up and 
tabulation of results. Comp1osing-Hand and mechanical composi-
tion; display and text; operatio.nal times; casting-off copy; solid and 
lea'ded matter; impo.sItIOn; cDlDur fo.rms in register; pr.oofs. 
M achining-What the operation involves; classeS"" o.f machines in 
general use; average time for make-ready ,and speed Df running fDr 
• 
various classes ,of work; automatic feeders; hand cut and mechanucal 
ove.rlays; interleaving and spraying. B~nding-Hand and machine 
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operations-output; trade terms: folding, collating, sewing, etc.; 
account books; l·edger papers; ruling; marbling; letterpress binding, 
including leathers. Lithography-Commercial offset and chromo-
lithography. Paper-Sizes, printings and writings; weights; quali-
ties; ch~racteristics; finishes suitable for different classes of work. 
I nk-SelectiDn; varieties; quality and covering power; quantities 
required. Illustratio·ns-Different processes; half-tone 'and line 
blDcks; principle and method of producing; suitability of bLOIcks to 
pape~; screens. Dupli1cate Plate AJaking--Btereos and electros; brief 
description of manufacture; classes of work fOlr which each IS more 
suitable; nickel and cl;tromium facing. 
41-COSTING 
Definition of cost: fallacy of using "flat" percentage on wages, 
or Dn wages and materials combined; objects of correct costing; 
essentials of a proper costing system; value of adoptiDn of uniform 
methods of costing by the printing industry. Main principles of 
Federation Costing System. Capital: its various forms and their 
bearing on co,st; inventDries of plant value and their relationship to 
"working ., value; depf'eciation; importance of keeping a plant recoTd. 
Preparation of statement of expenses; necessity for and value of 
departmentalisation of expenses; sub-divisions of departments; 
allocation of expenses, method to be applied; multiple businesses; 
how treated, method of recovering indirect (overhead) expenses, effect 
of the percentage method on " dif'ect departmental cost." Handling 
charges on material and outwork; how found and applied, records of 
stock and of amounts charged to orders. Why time expended, and 
not wages paid, is used as basis of cost recovery; the meaning of the 
terms " chargeable" and "non-chargeable." Hourly cost rates; hDW 
found and appli~d, reasons for using inclusive hourly rates, why some 
operations (e,g . .! reading) are f'ecovered indirectly. 
Explanations of standard printed forms and their place in the 
Federation Costing System; the importance of correct time-recording 
and necessity for ca~e by cost derks in transference Df time to costing 
forms. Individual cost sheet;' responsibility of cost clerk for details 
of labour, materials, etc., and the question of economic cost. Descrip-
tions of essential books of account; analysis of expenses, analysis of 
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, 1 Uses to which management may apply information provided 
Sel es, " Form's 3 and 4 and the cost sheet: use of graphs. by statIstICS on " , f 
Relationship between costing and estimating; the n~cessity or co~~ 
, by departments as well as by total of estImated cost WIt panson , . ' 
I st Office and factory orgamsanon and terms muse. actua co . 
42~PRINTING llECHNOLOGY 
I'ncludes specialized instruction in Compositors' Work, This co'urse Ph 
Letterpress Machine Work, Bookbinding, Lithography, ot<: 
, dE" shown under theIr Lithography, Costmg an . stlmatmg, as 
respective syllabus. 
43-PAPER TECHNOLOGY AND MARKETING 
M k' P aenel-ally Importance to civilisation. Type Pap'er a zng- aper ::. G. ' " ' . _ 
made. History of papermaking; statIstlcal and geographlc~l ~ack 
around' major stages in making. Raw maverials; cha:tlJctenstlcs of 
differe~t fibres and paper made from them. p~permakmg: prepara-
. " I , d Hand mould-, tory processes, Beating, colourmg, sIzmg, oa mg. -', 
F d ·, MG' and Board machmes. and machine-made; the our nmer, ", ' . 
Fihishing, tubsizing, air-drying, coa~ing, calen~enng ~nd ,~atun~~ ~ 
plate-,glazing and other special fimshes; cuttmg, gUlllotmmg, s It 
ting, winding, sorting and packing. 
Paper for Printers-Main processes in use and their c~assifi~ation. 
Letterpress, Lithography and Offset Lithography. IntaglIo: Copper-
plate Diepress, Photogra,vure, etc. Silk screen and other pr~cesses. 
, d h Types of paper SUIted to' Illustration process relate to eac group. . , 
each process and of inks to paper. Usual orders given to pnnters. 
Identification of printing by each process. 
Paper M erchantingc...-Standardization, sizes, w~ights, qualities; ?is~. 
tory of ream. Judging and choosing paper; nght and wrong sIde, 
differences in shades, machine direction, deckle ed~es, real and 
imitation; uSe! of slide rule, and instructions on te~tlllg apparatus. 
The Stock RO'o7n,--Methods of transport and handlmg. Syste~ olf 
storage, broken quantities. Good housekeeping in warehouses. SIzes, 
stocked; papers whi'ch deteriorate. 
Paper customs in brief. 
Stock records and stocktaking.~ 
Coarse Papers-History of ream-treatise on paper merchanting-
trade expressions and customs; judging and choosing papers; 
examination of sets of samples made locally and imported; 
standardization of sizes; specific qualities and their uses; ordering 
matJerials from mills; cutting f.or customers' requirements; paper 
testing; sales and ,distribution. 
44--APPLIED PRINTING 
J;f7 ork in the Co mposing D ep'artment-Hand composition, setting, 
distribution, make-up and · imposition; proo'freading; ~roofrea:ders.~ 
marks; type measurements and poin~ system; display and hookwork; 
mechanical composition: Linotype, Intertype, Monotype, LudiOlW, 
etc. ; uses for various classes of wmk. Simple exercises in casting-up 
and casting-off copy. L etterpress Printing'--What the operation in-
volves; types of maJChines--platen ,and cylinder ; average output; 
making ready; characteristics of good printing; colour printing. Litho-
graphYJ.-Description of process; haw the work of the lithographic 
artist, transferrer and machine-minder combine; photo-lithography 
a nd rotary offset work. Paper-Manufacture ; classification, defini-
tions, finishes; sizes and qualities for various classes OIf work; choosing 
the right paper; calculations relating to paper sizes and quantities. 
I nk-Different types of ink used in letterpress, lithography and 
photogravure printing; effects of right and wrong choice of ink. 
Boo:kbinding-Letterpfiess and account book binding; various styles; 
. operations inViolved in .forwarding and finishing by hand and 
machine; materials used; boards, leather, clOtth and thei r respective 
uses ; ruling; marbling. Warehouse Work-Hand and machine 
operations; brief descriptiOtn of folding, stitching, perforating, num-
bering, guillotining, etc. Blolcks-U se of illustratiOtns generally; 
line and half-tone blocks.; brief description of woodcuts, linocuts, 
scraper boar-ds, etc.; original copy fOtr iine and half-tone blocks: 
half-tone screens; their suitability fOtr various surfaces of paper, 
D 1uplicating Pro cesses-Uses of stereo and electro---advantages and 
limitations; brief description of manufacture; purpose of nickel and 
.chromium facing. O ther Processes-Brief reference to) photOtgravure, 
,collotype, silk screen process, die-stamping, copperplate printing and 
the type of work for which each is suited. 
CURRICULUM OF THE 
UNDER THE CONTROL OF 
SCHOOLS GENERAL 
The City of Dublin Vocational Education Committee 
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, BOLTON STREET. 
Mechanical Engineering. 
Motor Car Engineering. 
Marine Enginee~ing .. 
Mechanical Engmeenng Trades. 
Motor Car Engineering Trades. 
Smithwork and Art Ironwork. 
Brassfinishing, 
Watchmaking. 
Architecture. 
Civil Engineering. 
(\uantity and Building ... Surveying, 
Building Technology , 
~urveying and Levelling. 
Building Trades, 
Furniture Trades, 
Coachbuilding, Coachtrimming and Coach. 
Oxy-Acetylene and 
painting. . . 
Electric We!ding. Printir.g and Book ProductIon. 
Day Junior Technical "::ourses. 
Day Apprentice Courses. 
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, CAPEL STREET 
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Manual nstruT~~d~ CI~sses:~TadOn~g B00tmaking. Hairdressing. 
CABRA TECHNICAL INSTITUTE. 
Day Junior Technical Schcc.l. 
Day 
Pre-Learner Day Course 
School of Comm- Tce. 
Metalwork. Domestic Science and Housecraft. General Commercial Subjects. 
Languages. Woodwork. Physical Training. Science and Mathematics. 
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY- KEVIN ST. 
Ophthalmic Optics.. . Pure and Applied MatLcmatics. 
Pure and Applied Physics. 
Pure and Applied Chemistry. 
Physical Chemistry. 
Bio-Chemistt'y: Botany. 
Bacteriology: Biology. 
~I~;~:;:t.;i· Technology: Manufactures. 
Illuminating Engineering. 
Bootmak;nf' 
Ele:::trical Engineermg and Alhed Trades. 
P.O , Engineering Technology, 
Inst rument Making. 
Radio Engineering ano Service Work. 
Radio Telegraphy (Radio Officers). 
Air Navigation. 
R adar a"d Radar System. 
Bakery ScienCE; and Practice. 
PARNELL SQUARE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE. 
Day School of Commerce (Girls) and Retail Di~tribution (Pal't-Time Classes) 
Day Junior School of Domestic Economy. 
G I Commerci<ll Subjects. Lip-.Re.ading Class~s . 
D enerat · S· e and Housecraft. Prehmmary Examll1a~lOns. L~~:~a;es. clenc Physical Training (GIrls). 
Retail Distribution. 
HARCOURT STREET SCHOOL OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE. 
Day Junior Domestic Economy. 
Day and Evening Part-Time Classes in Cookery. Needlework, Dressmaking~ etc, 1 
PEMBROKE TECHNICAL INSTITUTES. 
RI:'-JGSEND. BALLS BRIDGE. 
General Commercial Subjects. 
t~~~~t:esScience and Housecrart. 
Art and Art CrAfts. 
Day School or Commerce (Girls) .. 
Day Junior Technical Course (GirlS) . 
Mechani cal Enginf'ering. 
Motor Car Engineering. . . 
Oxy-Acetylenll , and Electnc W~l~mg. , 
Woodworking Trades and Handicraft. 
Day Junior Techn'cal. ~chool (Boys). 
Specia l Teachero; Tra',nl11,E!' Course. 
Ship Constructioll. 
GENERAL CURRICULUM OF THE SCHOOLS 
UNDER THE CONTROL OF 
The City of Dublin Vocational Education Committee 
THE HIGH SCHOOL OF COMMERCE. 
Rathmines Road. Phone 92374. 
JUNIOR DA Y SCHOOL COURSES. 
Preparatory (Boys). Comm~rce (Boys ilnd Girls), 1st and 2nd Year. 
SENIOR DA Y SCHOOL COURSES. 
Matriculation. Secretarial. Commercial Diploma. 
Continuation Education for Youths in Emp:oyment. 
EVENING COURSES 
Leatherwork. Accountants and 'Auditors. 
Advertising and Publicity. Office Practice (Book-keeping, Commerce, 
Art in Industry 'and Commerce. 
Banking and Finance. 
Bookshop Practice and Literature. 
Company Secretaries. 
etc.). 
Physical Training. 
Preliminary Examinations. 
Promotion Examinations. 
Cost and Works Accountants. 
Economics and Social Science. 
Government Accountancy and Finance. 
Income Tax Law and Practice. 
Languages. 
Secretarial (Shorthand, Typewriting, etc.) 
Transport. 
Window and Shop Display. 
Woodwork for Adults. 
Insurance (Industrial). 
RA THMINES SCHOOL OF DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 
Rathmines Road. Phone 91780. 
DA Y COURSES. 
Preparatory (Girls). Junior Day Technical School (Girls). 
MORNING .. AFTERNOON AND EVENING COURSES. 
Cookery. 
Dressmaking. 
Embroidery. 
Housecraft. 
Household Management. 
Needlework. 
Laundry. 
Knitting. 
ST. MARY'S COLLEGE-CATHAL BRUGHA STREET. 
Diploma Course (Training Teachers). 
Household Management. 
Hotel and Institutional Cookery. 
Apprentice Chefs Course. 
Evening Classes-Cookery, etc. Institutional Management. 
Dietetics Course. 
MARINO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE. 
General Commercial Subjects. 
Languages. 
Metalwork and ,Woodwork. 
Physical Training. 
Domestic Science and Housecraft. 
Day Junior Technical School (Boys and Girls) . 
Day School of Commerce. 
HOWTH TECHNICAL INSTITUTE. 
Irish. Domestic Science. Art Leatherwork. 
CHATHAM ROW SCHOOL OF MUSIC (Day and Evening Claues). 
Yianoforte. 
Violin. 
Viola. 
Violoncello. 
Double Bass. 
Drums. 
Orchestral Playing. 
Percussion Band. 
Voice Production. 
Singing. 
Gaelic Singing. 
Aural Training. 
All Woodwind and Brass Instruments. 
Chamber Music. 
Theory. 
Harmony. 
Uileann and War Pipes. 
Sight Reading (Vocal) Elocution. 
Offices-TOWN HALL, MERRION ROAD. BALLSBRIDGE. 
MARTIN M. GLEESON, M.A., B.Comm., 
Chief Executive Officer. 
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